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BASIL  (continued)

CINNAMON - 7737
$  26-30 in. - 16,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  
(Mexican Spice, Vietnamese Basil or Saigon 
Basil).  65 days.  A tender annual with stur-
dy stems that are dark purple-red with dark 
green, cinnamon scented leaves. Very useful 
as an accent with tea, fish, poultry and as an 
all-purpose seasoning in Asian or Indian dishes.  
Annual.
• (30A6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

DARK OPAL - 7797
$  16-18 in. - 20,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  (All 
America Winner - 1962).  80 days.  Attractive, 
dark purplish-bronze foliage with slender laven-
der white flower spikes.  Excellent for borders 
and mass plantings and versatile as an herb for 
culinary purposes.  Annual.
• (30A6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

Fino Verde  
12-15 in. - Crop failure.  As a substitute, we sug-
gest Spicy Globe.

LEMON - 7738
$  18-24 in. - 15,000 S.   Ocimum citriodorum.  
(Mrs. Burns).  Heirloom.   60 days.  A tender 
annual.  Attractive, spreading silver-green leaves.  
Flavor is great for potpourris, tea, fish, chick-
en, vegatables and herb vinegars.  Just lightly 
touching the narrow leaves will release a lemony 
fragrance.  Add the blooming stalks to flower 
arrangements for a citrus scented bouquet.  
Annual.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

LETTUCE LEAF - 7889
18-24 in. - 16,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  85 
days.  A somewhat frilly large leaf, fragrant and 
flavorful.  A culinary delight, it can be used in any 
recipe calling for regular basil.  Ideal for salads, 
pesto, many Italian dishes and other ethnic cui-
sine.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

LICORICE - 7817
12-15 in. - 25,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  75-90 
days.  Similar in habit to Cinnamon Basil with 
a licorice flavor.  Used to flavor tea, candy and 
desserts.  Used as a cough remedy in China for 
thousands of years as a tea.  Annual.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

LIME - 7400
16-20 in. - 18,000 S.  Ocimum americanum.  60 
days.  The compact plant has 2 in. long, bright 
green leaves. Add the distinct zesty aroma of 
lime and a citrus flair to fish or salads. 60 days to 
harvest. Annual.
• (30B6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

(continued on next page)

ABSINTHE
ABSINTHE - 7701
20 in. - 333,000 S.  Artemisia absinthium.  
(Wormwood).  White, daisy-like flowers with fine 
textured leaves.  Very aromatic foliage, used in 
medicinal tea.    Perennial.
• (31B6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

ARTEMESIA
MUGWORT  
48 in. - Sorry, no longer available.

ARUGULA
ROCKET- ROQUETTE - 7782
12-18 in. - 17,000 S.  Eruca sativa.  Heirloom.  
Tender smooth leaves with robust, peppery 
flavor.  Cook mature leaves with other greens 
or use as a zesty accent in salads.  An essential 
ingredient in the Provencal mixed green, mes-
clum.  Best when picked minutes before your 
meal.  Annual.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

BALSAM
BALSAM - 7712
12-18 in. - 3,000 S.  Impatiens balsamina.  Dwarf 
and compact growth habit.  Large double flowers 
displayed above the foliage.   Chinese herbal-
ists use as a tea to clear blockage in the throat.  
Concentrated water extract from the foliage 
will ease the pain and lesions associated with 
Herpes.  Flowers can be used as a textile dye or 
used to color the skin and nails.   Annual.
• (30C6) 500 sds-$7.15; 1,000 sds-$10.65; 

2,000 sds-$16.55; 5,000 sds-$32.99; 
10,000 sds-$58.85

BASIL
13,000-28,000 sds/oz      70°     7-10 days
Will grow in rich, moist soil, but well drained 
with a pH if 6 to 7.  Likes warm weather and 
cannot withstand frost, as it will show cold dam-
age such as blackened leaves when exposed to 
cool temperatures below 50°.  If flowers appear 
simply pinch them to keep the plant producing 
tasty leaves.  Because basil is harvested contin-
ually for lots of leaves it needs a little fertilzer.  
When planting, add a coated, slow release fer-
tilizer such as 19-19-19 at the rate recommend-
ed or work plenty of oragnaic nutrients from 
compost, blood meal or cottonseed meal into 
the soil.  Keep moist, not wet, dry soil stunts its 
growth.  Water on the leaves can damage them 
so it is best to water the base of the plant or use 
drip irrigation.

ARISTOTLE - 7724
6-12 in. - 25,000 S.  Ocinum basilicum.  (Greek 
Basil).  A stylish, compact variety with tightly 
packed, tiny leaves that create pretty pale green 
mounds.  Perfect for patio gardens, containers 
and window boxes.
• (28B6) 100 sds-$6.70; 200 sds-$9.30; 

500 sds-$15.65; 1,000 sds-$25.55; 
2,000 sds-$44.80

HERBS
HERBS, SIMPLY HERBS
28 days from transplant to harvest.
Multi-seed herb pellets give just the right 
amount of seed for growing in plugs and pots.  
Its the easy and economcal way to grow the 
most popular herb classes.  Great for 4 inch pot 
programs. 
No more seed broadcasting or scoops across the 
soil, reducing the risk of disease.  Uses less seed 
than oversow/multisow methods and can be 
direct sown.  Produces healthy, uniform, better 
looking plants to send to retail.  Plants perform 
well and produce excellent yields.   
95% germination standard

BASIL - 8920MP
24-30 in. - Ocimum basilicum (Sweet Basil). MULTI-
SEED PELLET contains 8-14 seeds per pellet.
• (26B5) 50 sds–$6.35; 100 sds-$10.05; 

250 sds-$18.00; 500 sds-$30.40; 
1,000 sds-$53.10

CURLED PARSLEY (MULTI-SEED) - 8925MP
15-18 in. - Petroselinum crispum.  MULTI-SEED 
PELLET contains 7-9 seeds per pellet.  Zones: 5-8
• (26B5) 50 sds–$6.35; 100 sds-$10.05; 

250 sds-$18.00; 500 sds-$30.40; 
1,000 sds-$53.10

DILL - 8921MP
12-24 in. - Anethum graveolens (Dill).  MULTI-
SEED PELLET contains 8-14 seeds per pellet.
• (26B5) 50 sds–$6.35; 100 sds-$10.05; 

250 sds-$18.00; 500 sds-$30.40; 
1,000 sds-$53.10

FLAT PARSLEY - 8922MP
15-18 in. - Petroselinum crispum (Large Leaf 
Italian Flat Parsley).  MULTI-SEED PELLET con-
tains 6-12 seeds per pellet.  Zones: 3-11
• (26B5) 50 sds–$6.35; 100 sds-$10.05; 

250 sds-$18.00; 500 sds-$30.40; 
1,000 sds-$53.10

OREGANO (MULTI-SEED) - 8926MP
12-30 in. - Origanum vulgare.  (Common 
Oregano).  MULTI-SEED PELLET contains 9-14 
seeds per pellet.  Zones: 5-9
• (26B5) 50 sds–$6.35; 100 sds-$10.05; 

250 sds-$18.00; 500 sds-$30.40; 
1,000 sds-$53.10

ROSEMARY (MULTI-SEED) - 8927MP
12-24 in. - Rosmarinus officinalis.  MULTI-SEED 
PELLET contains 10-15 seeds per pellet. Zones: 7-10
• (25A6) 25 sds-$6.70; 50 sds-$9.40; 

100 sds-$13.35; 250 sds-$26.05; 
500 sds-$45.75

SAGE - 8923MP
18-24 in. - Salvia officinalis (Sage).  MULTI-SEED 
PELLET contains 6-10 seeds per pellet.  Zones: 4-8
• (26B5) 50 sds–$6.35; 100 sds-$10.05; 

250 sds-$18.00; 500 sds-$30.40; 
1,000 sds-$53.10

THYME - 8924MP
12-18 in. - Thymus vulgaris (Winter Thyme).  
MULTI-SEED PELLET contains 6-12 seeds per pel-
let. 42 days from transplant to harvest. Zones: 5-9
• (26B5) 50 sds–$6.35; 100 sds-$10.05; 

250 sds-$18.00; 500 sds-$30.40; 
1,000 sds-$53.10
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BASIL  (continued)

THAI - 7694
16-20 in. - 14,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  (Queen 
of Sheba). Green 2 in. long leaves have a spicy, 
anise-clove flavor.  Attractive purple stems and 
blooms.  Used in large amounts in red and green 
curry and spicy stir-fried dishes.Annual.
• (30D6) 500 sds-$7.90; 1,000 sds-$12.15; 

2,000 sds-$19.30; 5,000 sds-$39.25; 
10,000 sds-$70.60

THAI SIAM QUEEN - 7758
24 in. - 21,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  (All 
America Winner - 1997).  60-90 days.  An 
improved Thai basil or tropical basil.  More 
tender and intensely flavored than Sweet Basil.  
Highly aromatic with licorice basil aroma.  In 
many Thai dishes, this is added last, just prior to 
serving for its fragrance and flavor, also used as 
well in Italian dishes.
• (30B6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

BERGAMOT
Bee Balm, Lemon Horsemint, Lemon Mint 
65,000 sds/oz      68°     10-24 days
Easily grown in average, dry to medium mois-
ture soils in full sun to part shade.  Prefers lime-
stone-rich, rocky or sandy soils, but tolerates 
other soils.  Will remain in the garden from year 
to year by self-seeding.  Plants may form large 
colonies in optimum growing conditions.  
Lemon  
$  40-48 in. - Sorry, no longer available.

BORAGE
Tailwort 
1,300 sds/oz      70°     7-14 days
Grows best if direct seeded.  Barely cover the 
seeds with soil and keep well watered.  Tolerant 
to any soil type, even poor dry soil.  Leaves 
should be harvested when young; old leaves 
are tough and hairy.  Flowers can be harvested 
anytime.

BORAGE - 7744
18 in. - 1,500 S.  Borago officinalis.  Heirloom.  
50-60 days.  Thick soft stems and large leaves 
that have the flavor of cucumbers, both of which 
are covered in fine bristly hairs.  The flowers 
are star-shaped and a vivid sky blue, although 
an occasional pink bloom does appear.    Often 
grown in vegatable gardens where it attracts pol-
linating bees and is considered a good compan-
ion plant for tomatoes, squash and strawberries.  
It’s even supposed to deter tomato hornworms 
and improve the flavor of tomatoes growing 
nearby.  Used to treat fevers, bronchitis, pleurisy, 
cirrhosis, nephritis, acne and as a hormonal bal-
ancer.  Annual.
• (30A6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

BASIL  (continued)

SWEET BUSH SMALL LEAVED - 7743
10-12 in. - 17,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum min-
imum.  85 days.  Dwarf, compact variety with 
small leaves and a slightly milder flavor.  Perfect 
for the kitchen window sill and for container gar-
dening.  Annual.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

SWEET DANI - 7759
$  18-24 in. - 14,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum citri-
odorum.  (All America Winner - 1998).  65 days.  
Masses of tiny white flowers held above highly 
distinctive lemon scented leaves.  Very attrac-
tive growth habit make this variety valuable as 
both a flowering and a vegetative ornamental 
plant.  Distinct lemon flavor and scent great for 
seasoning fish, fruit salads and dishes typically 
improved by a lemon flavor.  Try getting creative 
and steep it in your next batch of tea.  Annual.
• (30B6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

SWEET GENOVESE - 7734
24 in. - 17,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  68 days.  
Large, dark green, crinkled, thick leaves of strong 
scented, spicy basil flavor.  Very popular as a 
fresh market basil and for gourmet cooking.  
Annual.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

SWEET GENOVESE COMPACT - 7740
16-18 in. - 16,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  74 
days.  Similar flavor, appearance and leaf size 
as Genovese in a more compact plant habit. The 
best Basil for containers.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

SWEET ITALIAN DOLCE FRESCA - 7725
10-24 in. - 16,000 S.  (All America Winner - 2015).  
Produces sweet tender leaves.  An attractive, 
compact shape that’s both versatile and beauti-
ful.  Use the leaves as you would any Genovese 
basil and makes an excellent pesto.  After hav-
est, the plant is quick to recover and keeps the 
desired ornamental shape that’s perfect for 
containers, borders or as a focal point.  Great 
for gardeners looking for drought tolerant, 
hearty plants, foodies interested in a new and 
better basil and anyone who wants that great 
Mediterranean taste added to their cuisine.
• (30A6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

SWEET ITALIAN LARGE LEAF - 7742
24-30 in. - 17,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  
Heirloom.  78 days.  Italian Lettuce leaf type.  
Green or dried, chiefly used for seasoning.  
Annual.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

BASIL  (continued)

MINNETTE - 7690
10 in. - 25,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  75-90 
days.  An outstanding variety for pot plant sales.  
Attractive, bushy, very small-leaved variety that 
forms a tight, compact mound that keeps its 
shape all season without pinching.  Good spicy, 
flavor.  Clouds of tiny white flowers appear in 
late summer.  Annual.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

NUFAR - 7729
24-30 in. - 15,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  77 
days.  A fusarium and disease resistant strain.  
Very strong aromatic variety with leaves up to 4 
in. long.  Excellent in pesto dishes and gourmet 
cooking.  Organically grown seed.  Annual
• (30B6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

PISTOU - 7768
10 in. - 24,000 S.  Ocinum basilicum.  (Greek 
Basil).  60-90 days.  Compact plants with very 
small leaves.  Much more uniform in terms of 
habit and leaf size than many of the classic com-
pact varieties.  Bred for pot plant production.  
Good flavor.  Annual.
• (30B6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

PURPLE RUFFLES - 7739
18 in. - 21,000 S.  Ocimum basilicum.  (All 
America Winner - 1987).  85 days.  Glossy, deep 
purple crinkled leaves.  Each leaf is ruffled and 
serrated.  Outstanding in the garden or a bor-
der, great for flavoring.  Annual.  (Only 75% are 
purple-leaved.  High PH or heavy peat content 
increases the % of green leaves).  Annual.
• (30B6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

RED RUBIN - 7723
$  18-24 in. - 17,000 S.  Ocimum baslicum.  76 
days.  Vigorous, purple, flat-leafed talian type 
produces 3 in. long leaves.  High yielding variety 
has a great flavor and a cooper colored tinge to 
its purple leaves.  A must grow for lovers of fla-
vored vinegars and oils.  Sweet scented foliage.  
• (30A6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

SPICY GLOBE - 7755
8-14in. - 22,000 S.  Ocimum minimum.  70 days.  
Very round, compact shape and tiny, flavorful 
leaves.  Hearty flavor makes a good candidate 
for spicier Thai and Italian dishes, in sparing 
amounts.  Perfect for edging in small gardens or 
in containers and window boxes.  Annual.
• (30A6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35
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CHIVES
6,000-23,000 sds/oz      68°-70°     10-14 days
Sow indoors at a depth of 4 times the size of 
seed.  Alternatively, sow outdoors in early spring 
when the soil is still cool.  When sowing out-
doors, a maxium depth of 4times the width of 
seed.  Transplant when there are at least two 
sets of true leaves.  Clumps may be lifted in the 
fall and grown indoors in a sunny windowsill for 
winter harvesting.  Chives reward you with long-
lived plants that set lovely blooms, offer good 
garden protection and can be snipped as needed 
for cuisine.

GARLIC - 7747
$  10-12 in. - 6,000 S.  Allium tuberosum.  
(Chinese Leeks).  Heirloom.  85 days.  Mild gar-
lic-onion flavor.  Thin flat foliage and edible, fra-
grant, white star-shaped  flowers.  Popular in sal-
ads and stir-fry recipes.   If they begin to stretch, 
cut back for dense growth.  Perennial.
• (31B6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

GARLIC GEISHA - 7750
12-15 in. - 5,300 S.  75 days.  (All America Winner 
- 2015).  Long, slender and elegant with hollow 
stems that are wider and flatter than others.  
Larger and more delicious foliage, topped by 
beautiful white blooms that bring butterflies 
into the late-summer garden.  The flavor is 
more refined and truly evocative; not harshly 
garlicky, but highly aromatic and delicately, but 
robustly flavored.  Reluctant to flower, it offers 
a longer than ever season of harvest and ends 
with a flourish so beautiful you will thank your 
lucky stars this plant is a perennial.  An absolute 
must-have for the well-dressed herb garden or 
container display.  Zones: 3-9
• (30A6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

GIGANTIC - 7781
24 in. - 6,000 S.  Allium schoenoprasum.  98-112 
days.  Elegant garden plant with attractive white 
flowers that would look on its own or in any 
mixed container.  Well flavored leaves and stems 
that are ideal for a number of culinary uses.  
Popular in Asian cuisune.  Both the foliage and 
the flowers are edible with a distictive pleasant 
flavor of both chives and mild garlic.  Double the 
size of a standard garden chive and far more 
decorative with arching stems that are topped by 
star shaped flowers.
• (26A6) 50 sds-$6.70; 100 sds-$9.40; 

250 sds-$17.05; 500 sds-$26.05; 
1,000 sds-$46.90

GRASS ONION - 7577
$  10-12 in. - 23,000 S.  Allium schoinoprasum.  
Heirloom.  90 days.  Waxy, grass-like clumps of 
tubular leaves with light purple blooms.  Used in 
China over 3,000 years ago.  Adds great flavor to 
salads, creamy soups, potatoes, and egg dishes.  
Great for containers and also makes a neat bor-
der.  Enjoy the light purple booms in the spring--
they are edible.  Perennial.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

CELERY LEAF
70,000 sds/oz      55°-60°     14-21 days
Not frost tolerant so only plant outdoors once 
all risk of frosts has passed.  A very thirsty plant 
and must have a strong continuous supply of 
water.  Suited to grow very well in a container, 
water well and move undercover in winter to 
extend the cropping season.

CELERY LEAF - 7821
12-15 in. - 70,000 S.  85 days.  Solid, thick stalks 
that are topped with upright green foliage. 
Leaves are aromatic in seasoning of stews, 
soups, meats and poultry.  Annual.
• (34A6) 5,000 sds–$6.70; 10,000 sds-$9.90; 

25,000 sds-$19.25; 50,000 sds-$35.50;

CHAMOMILE
165,000-270,000 sds/oz      65°-80°     10-14 days
Sow in well drained, neutral to sightly acidic soil.  
Will grow in a relatively wide pH range between 
5.6 (acidic) and 7.5 (neutral).  Seeds need light 
to germinate.  Best planted outdoors.  Press 1 in. 
into soil but do not cover.   

GERMAN - 7776
18-24 in. - 270,000 S.  Matricaria chamomilla.  
Heirloom.  60-90 days.  Attractive white flow-
ers make this plant an attractive ground cover.  
Apple scented foliage.  Dried flowers used for 
tea, and an aid for digestion.  Research shows 
that Chamomile tea stimulates the immune 
systems’s infection fighting cells and reduces 
discomfort of the cold and flu anxiety.  Hardy 
Annual.
• (34A6) 5,000 sds–$6.70; 10,000 sds-$9.90; 

25,000 sds-$19.25; 50,000 sds-$35.50;

ROMAN - 7730
4-6 in. - 165,000 S.  Chamaemelum nobile.  
Heirloom.  60-65 days.  Tends to stay low to the 
ground making a good ground cover.  Flowers 
are similar to daises in appearance and the gives 
off an almost apple-like scent.  Use in teas to 
calm the nerves and bring relaxation.  Perennial.
• (34A6) 5,000 sds–$6.70; 10,000 sds-$9.90; 

25,000 sds-$19.25; 50,000 sds-$35.50;

CHERVIL
French Parsley  
14,000 sds/oz      60°-70°     17-14 days
Sow in a cool, shady spot.  Use well drained, 
compost enriched, alkaline soil of average fer-
tility.  Also adapts well to container growing.  
Grows very quickly, so it is important to water 
regularly.

CHERVIL - 7771
8-16 in. - 12,000 S.  Anthriscus cerefolium.  60 
days.  Slow-bolting, vigorous. Curly type leaves 
resemble Parsley with an anise-tarragon like fla-
vor.  For culinary use, both the roots and leaves 
are used.  Popular of salads, micro greens, and 
garnishing.  The flavor lends itself well to fish, 
crab, meats, vegetables, sauces and soups.  Also 
used as a diuretic and for skin ailments.  Annual .
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

BURNET
Lesser Burnet, Salad Burnet 
3,000 sds/oz      68°     7-14 days
Barely cover seed no more than 1/4 in.  Not 
particular about soil as long as it drains well.  
Harvest the leaves as needed.  The young leaves 
that have not flowered are the best flavor.  Will 
spread by rhizomes, but it is not considered to 
be invasive.  Known to self-seed, but deadhead-
ing the flowers will prevent seeds from spread-
ing in the garden.

BURNET - 7748
12 in. - 3,000 S.  Sanguisorba minor.  Heirloom.  
70 days.  Leaves are deeply toothed; crimson 
flowers are thimble-shaped.  A nutty, cucumber 
flavor to salads, vinegars, cream cheese and 
tomato juice.  Perennial.
• (30A6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

CARAWAY
10,000 sds/oz      70°     10-20 days
Direct sow in prepared seed beds in spring when 
frost danger has passed.  Plant in rows and 
lightly cover with soil.  The first year plants look 
like carrots, reaching 8 in. tallm sending down 
a deep taproot.  The second year will produce 
flowers.

CARAWAY - 7745
18-24 in. - 10,000 S.  Carum carvi.  Heirloom.  70 
days.  Seeds used for flavoring bread, meat and 
liquors.   Used for flavoring in breads, soups, 
salads, stews, cheeses, pickling brines, and meat 
dishes.  Will help in the digestion of heavy, rich 
meals.  Caraway seeds were so revered by the 
6th century Persians that citizens used them to 
pay taxes.  Biennial.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

CATNIP
Catswort, Catmint 
45,000 sds/oz      60°-70°     7-21 days
Plant in any ordinary, well drained soil.  To pre-
vent cats from flattening the plant, insert sever-
al twiggy sticks into the center.  If the soil is par-
ticularly poor, fertilze a little with weak solution 
of liquid fertilizer.

CATNIP - 7763
18 in. - 45,000 S.  Nepeta cataria.  Heirloom.  
80-90 days.  Green or dried leaves used for sea-
soning and as a tea for nervous headaches and 
upset stomachs.   Perennial.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30
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EUCALYPTUS
Blue Gum Tree, Sticky Bark Tree 
18,000 sds/oz      60°-70°     84-98 days
Scarification and moisture enhance germina-
tion.  Soak in water for 24 hours.  Suitable for 
light sandy, medium loamy and heavy clay soils.  

EUCALYPTUS - 7835
600 in. - 18,000 S.  E. globulus.  Broad, shiny 
leaves on smooth grayish-white stems.  
Lozenges for a sore throat, cough drops and anti-
septic rinses are made with oil from the leaves.  
Popular indoor plant used to neutralize and 
deodorize the air.  Perennial.
• (29B6) 250 sds-$7.40; 500 sds-$11.55; 

1,000 sds-$17.05; 2,000 sds-$28.05; 
5,000 sds-$58.30

FENNEL
6,000-10,000 sds/oz      65°-70°     14-21 days
Prefers fertile, well drained soils, high in organic 
matter with a pH range of 6.5-7.5.  Adequate 
irrigation is needed.  Whenever possible, should 
be planted to mature in shortening days with 
cooler temperatures, as high heat and long days 
encourage bolting.

SMOKEY-BRONZE - 7751
$  30 in. - 9,000 S.  Foeniculum vulgare.  50-60 
days.  Very decorative bronze-hued lacy foliage 
with lacy golden flower umbels that ripen mellow 
anise flavored seeds.  Its unusual color makes a 
striking accent plant.  A sophisticated addition in 
salad or an elegant garnish.  Tea made from the 
aromatic leaves or sweet seeds soothes upset 
stomachs and calms the nerves.  Organically 
grown seed.  Perennial.
• (30B6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

SWEET FLORENCE - 7752
36-48 in. - 6,000 S.  Foeniculum vulgare.  
Heirloom.  60-90 days.  Leaves used in fish 
sauces and for garnishing. Young shoots are 
an excellent tender vegetable called Finocchio.  
Will attract butterflies all season.  European 
researchers have indicated this herb relaxes 
the muscles in the digestive system and helps 
expel gas.  Also, it is believed to kill some forms 
of bacteria and is helpful in treating diarrhea.  
Perennial.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

FEVERFEW
250,000 sds/oz      65°-70°     10-20 days
Sow in cell packs or flats using a packaged light-
weight sterilized seed starting mix.  Barely cover.  
Light is required.

FEVERFEW - 7453
24 in. - 208,000 S.  Chrysanthemum partheni-
um.  74 days.  Fully double, pure white flowers.  
Feverfew comes from the Latin word febrifugia 
meaning driver out of fevers.  Scientists believe 
that it contains chemicals that may calm the 
muscles of the digestive tract.  Feverfew tea will 
aid digestion after meals and is believed to lower 
high blood pressure.  Perennial.
• (31B6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

CORIANDER
CILANTRO OR CHINESE PARSLEY - 7746
24 in. - 4,000 S.  Coriandrum sativum.  Heirloom.  
Leaves are sweet and spicy, used to season pick-
les and meats.  Seeds are used in breads, curry 
powder, and pastries.  Excellent in Mexican, 
Chinese and Latin American dishes.  Seeds used 
in meats, sauces, sausages, pickles, etc., young 
green leaves in soups, salads and salsa.   Annual.
• (31B6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

CORNFLOWER
Bachelor’s Buttons 
5,000 sds/oz      59°-68°      7-14 days
Very adaptable and will grow in the poorest of 
soils.  Ideally they perfer a neutral to slightly 
alkaline soil.  Best performance in cool weather. 
Does not transplant well.  Self- sows.

CORNFLOWER - 7828
$  36 in. - 5,000 S.  Centaurea cyanus.  Heirloom.  
Bright blue flowers all season.  Herbalists believe 
the tonic has a curative and calming action for 
nervous disorders.  As an eye wash it will clear 
and strengthen weak eyes.  Annual
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

EDELWEISS
250,00 sds/oz      68°     20-35 days
Seeds are very small, so do not cover them, just 
gently press into the soil in a starter tray.  Water 
from underneath the tray.  Blooming may not 
occur the first season, but healthy plants should 
produce beautiful flowers the second season.  
Rock gardens, raised beds or even containers 
are ideal environments.  Gritty, well-drained soil 
with a pH 6.8-7.8.

EDELWEISS - 7803
6 in. - 250,000 S.  Leontopodium alpinum.  White 
wooly star-like flowers.  A familiar plant to many 
Europeans as this is a popular plant throughout 
the countryside and mountain roads.  Popular 
as a tea to treat diarrhea and dysentery.  Used 
widely as a cosmetic cream to aid healing and 
control facial wrinkles.  Perennial.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

EPAZOTE
Mexican Tea, American Wormseed 
190,000 sds/oz      70°     7-14 days
Not fussy about soil, but a less than rich soil pro-
duces the best and most concentrated flavor in 
the leaves. 

EPAZOTE - 7757
24-36 in. - 140,000 S.  Chenopodium ambrosi-
oides.  55 days.  Pungent flavor with refreshing 
minty overtones.  Use in chili sauces and bean 
dishes.  Aids digestion and helps prevent flatu-
lence.  Organically grown seed.  Annual.
• (31C6) 1,000 sds-$6.80; 2,000 sds-$9.80; 

5,000 sds-$18.30; 10,000 sds-$31.30; 
25,000 sds-$68.80

CILANTRO
Chinese Parsley 
2,000 sds/oz      65°-75°     7-14 days
Directly sow when frost has passed.  Not fussy 
about soil, but it does need full sun and regular 
moisture with a pH of 6.0-6.7.  Both the seeds 
(Coriander) and the leaves (Cilantro) are aromat-
ic and flavorful being used in numerous foods 
around the globe.  Before seed begins to fall, 
cut stems 8 in. long, bundle stems together with 
rubber bands, place a bag over the bundle and 
hang up-side down, allowing the dried seeds to 
fall into the bag.  Once it sets seeds, the plant 
quickly starts to degrade.

SANTO - 7898
12-24 in. - 2,000 S.  Coriandrum sativum.  50-55 
days.  Slow  to bolt type.   Fast growing with 
broad, celery-like leaves that are perfect for 
bunching.  Its unmistakable sharp scent and 
taste have made it the staple herb in salsas and 
other Mexican dishes.  Best when leaves are 
used fresh for its full flavor.    Herbalists use the 
leaves in a tea to aid digestive problems.
• (30A6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

CLARY
Clear Eye, Clary Wort, Muscatel Sage, Seebright 
7,000 sds/oz      68°-70°     12-15 days
Recommended to start seeds indoors 6 weeks 
before the end of frost season.  Soil type should 
be well drained with a pH of 6.1-7.8.  Water once 
a week and it will do very well.

CLARY - 7700
36 in. - 6,500 S.  Salvia sclarea.  (Clary Sage).  90 
days.  Large, fuzzy green leaves and produces 
white to bluish white flowers.  Best known as 
a medicinal herb since the ancient Greeks.  Its 
essential oil is used to treat inflammation, anxi-
ety, PMS, and hot flashes.  The oils are still used 
today as a stabilizing agent in the manufacturing 
of perfumes and soaps as well as a flavoring for 
alcoholic beverages.  Very aromatic.   Flowers 
soaked in water create an eye wash for cleansing 
mucous from the eye.  Perennial.  Zones: 4-10
• (29B6) 250 sds-$7.40; 500 sds-$11.55; 

1,000 sds-$17.05; 2,000 sds-$28.05; 
5,000 sds-$58.30

CONEFLOWER
Upright Prairie Coneflower, Yellow Mexican Hat 
34,000 sds/oz      65°     21-28 days
Needs average, dry to medium, well-drained, 
neutral to slightly alkaline soils in full sun.  
Intolerant of moist heavy clays.  May be grown 
from seed, but will not flower until the second 
year.  Sow early in spring in a cold frame.  Divide 
in spring when young, before they become too 
woody.

CONEFLOWER - 7401
$  24 in. - 34,000 S.  Ratibida columnifera.  
Droopy, lemon-yellow petals surround a tall cone.  
Native wildflower in many parts of the United 
States.  Native Indians used it for wounds, fevers, 
skin disorders, and as a balm ointment.  Crushed 
seeds have an anise scent.  Perennial.
• (31C6) 1,000 sds-$6.80; 2,000 sds-$9.80; 

5,000 sds-$18.30; 10,000 sds-$31.30; 
25,000 sds-$68.80
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HYSSOP
25,000 sds/oz      60°-75°     7-21 days
Sow indoors or directly in the garden about 8 
weeks before the last frost.  Plant just beneath 
the soil surface or about a 1/8 in. deep.  Requires 
little maintenance except for pruning occasionally 
and removing spent flower heads.  Harvest just 
before the flowers begin to open.  Tie bunches of 
stem together, hang upside down in a warm, well 
ventilated room.  Aftrer drying, remove the leaves 
and flowers and store in airtight containers.  Cut 
the plants back to 8 in. in the fall.

HYSSOP - 7762
18 in. - 27,000 S.  Hyssopus officinalis.  Heirloom.  
85-90 days.  Strongly scented flowers used as a 
perfume base.  Attracts butterflies all season.  
The Book of Psalms says - Purge me with Hyssop 
and I shall be clean.  (It was used as a poultice 
to cure cold sores and gential herpes).  Current 
herbalists suggest using it as a gargle for tonsilli-
tis, sore throat, and coughing.  Perennial.
• (30B6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

JACOBS LADDER
JACOB’S LADDER - 7412
  24 in. - 33,000 S.  Polemonium caeruleum.  
90 days.  Large clusters of 1/2 in.  bright blue 
flowers and fern-like foliage.  Named after the 
slender, fresh green leaflits, which are arranged 
on the branched stems like the rungs of a lad-
der.  Will bloom May-September.  A remedy for 
headaches, nervousness, and heart irregularities.  
Boiled in olive oil the plant makes a black dye 
and for some reason, cats particularly like this 
plant.  Perennial.
• (30B6) 500 sds–$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

LEMONGRASS
LEMONGRASS - 7756
36-60 in. - Cymbopogon flexuosus.  (East Indian 
Lemon Grass). Grows in dense clumps, erupting 
from tough bulbous base with a spread of about 
1meter wide and about 3 feet in height.  Its 
leaves are bright green with sharp edges with 
appearance similar to that of grass.  Refreshing, 
citrus-scented imparts unique flavor to recipes.  
Its coarse tufted stems and leaf buds are among 
the most sought after herbal parts used in an 
array of cuisines all over South and East Asian 
regions.   Germination can be erratic.  A germi-
nation temperature of 75-80 degrees is advised.  
Zones: 8-10
• (07D5) 1/32 oz.-$7.15; 1/16 oz.-$11.55; 

1/8 oz.-$23.55; 1/4 oz.-$40.45; 
1/2 oz.-$71.35

HOUSELEEK
Hens and Chicks, Roof House Leek 
450,000 sds/oz      65°-75°     15-30 days
Sow in a mixture of 2/3 soilless medium and 1/3 
gravel.  After the plant emerges, sprinkle a thin 
coating of gravel over the top of the soil to keep 
moisture.  Tolerant of poor, dry, low-fertility 
soils.  It is not recommended to sow outdoors.  
Will grow on rock-work, as well as on a roof, 
flourishing better than on ordinary ground.  
When once fixed, it will spread fast by means of 
its offsets. 

HOUSELEEK - 7837
3 in. - 450,000 S.  Sempervivum tectorum.  
Unique ground cover.  Mat-forming succulents 
that produce clusters of rosettes.  Foliage varies 
from shades of green, grey, and even reddish 
shades and produces 12 in. flower stalks with 
blooms in shades of pink, yellow, white and 
green.  Very attractive in dish gardens and ter-
rariums.  Juice from the fleshy leaves is used 
as a lotion on burns, rashes and skin disorders.  
Perennial.
• (31E6) 1,000 sds-$8.30; 2,000 sds-$12.80; 

5,000 sds-$25.55; 10,000 sds-$45.05; 
25,000 sds-$101.30

HYACINTH BEAN
Dolichos Lablab 
80 sds/oz      65°-70°     10-20 days
Sow directly into your flower garden after all 
danger of frost has past.  Plant 1 1/2 in. deep.  
For indoor starts, try a seedling germination 
mat.  For more successful germination, soak 
seeds overnight, prior to planting.

HYACINTH BEAN - 7411
$  120-240 in. - 80 S.  Lablab purpureus.  110-
120 days.  A very showy climber with green  
foliage and purple flowers and pods.  Chinese 
herbalists use as a tonic for the treatment 
of diarrhea, stomach disorders and internal 
bleeding.  In India, they believe the entire plant 
can be eaten  -  leaves, flowers, pods, seeds, 
and sprouts.  A healthy addition to their diet.   
Perennial.
• (26A6) 50 sds-$6.70; 100 sds-$9.40; 

250 sds-$17.05; 500 sds-$26.05; 
1,000 sds-$46.90

HYPERICUM
St. John’ Wort 
240,000 sds/oz      60°     10-20 days
Sow thinly, using a packaged sterile seed start-
ing mix.  Barely cover and press firm.

PERFORATUM - 7798
18 in. - 240,000 S.  H. perforatum.  Beautiful yel-
low flowers in many flowered terminal clusters.  
Nice garden performance with medicinal and 
herbal qualities.  Perennial.  Zones: 4-8
• (29A6) 250 sds-$6.70; 500 sds-$9.30; 

1,000 sds-$13.30; 2,000 sds-$21.30; 
5,000 sds-$43.30

FLAX
Annual Flax, Common Flax, Linseed Flax 
6,500 sds/oz      55°-65°     10 days
Sow outdoors, 1/2 in.-1 in. apart in early spring 
when a light frost is still possible.  Full sun in well 
drained, fertile soil.  Grows best when the plants 
are grown close together, about 40 plants per 
square foot.

FLAX - 7406
24 in. - 4,000 S.  Linum usitatissimum.  100 days.  
Attractive border plant with  pretty blue flowers.  
Excellent source of protein, fiber, and many vita-
mins, stabilizing blood levels and strenghtening 
the immune system.  It can also serve as a natu-
ral appetite suppressant.  Seeds contain linseed 
oil and are used for diarrhea, coughs, and rheu-
matic pain.  Perennial.
• (30A6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

HEARTEASE
Johnny Jump-Up, Love -in -idleness 
52,000 sds/oz      65°-75°     10-14 days

HEARTEASE  
6-8 in. - Sorry, no longer available.

HOREHOUND
22,000 sds/oz      60°-65°     7-10 days
Sow seeds indoors on sterile starting mix.  Keep 
seed moist until germination.  Once frost season 
has passed and two leaves have formed on the 
seedlings, they are ready to transplant into the 
garden in a sunny location.  Do not over water, 
likes to dry out in between waterings.

HOREHOUND - 7761
$  24 in. - 22,500 S.  Marrubium vulgare.  
Heirloom.  85 days.  Member of the mint family 
has a pleasant fragrance and a menthol-like fla-
vor.  Early settlers used this herb as a honey fla-
vored tea remedy for coughs, colds, tuberculosis, 
hepatitis, and as a laxative.  Current herbalists 
suggest using it as a gargle for tonsillitis, sore 
throat, and coughing.  Perennial.
• (31C6) 1,000 sds-$6.80; 2,000 sds-$9.80; 

5,000 sds-$18.30; 10,000 sds-$31.30; 
25,000 sds-$68.80

MINIMUM ORDERS
we do NOT have a minimum 

order requirement!

all orders are shippedthe 
same day received!

HERBS...
Be sure to review our seed 
varieties, we list over 100 

varieties that you can grow 
from our SEED. 

Our PLANT/PLUG catalog 
lists over 650 varieties. 

Order early, quantities and 
availability are limited.
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NIGELLA
Love-in-a-Mist 
10,000 sds/oz      68°     10-15 days
Sow 2-4 weeks before average last frost.  For 
continual bloom, every 4 weeks after initial sow-
ing until midsummers.  In winter climates, sow 
in early fall for very early spring bloom.

NIGELLA - 7423
$  24 in. - 10,000 S.  N. damascena.  Heirloom.  
63-84 days.Attractive blue flowers with finely 
marked leaves.  Seeds are used as a flavoring in 
soups and pastry. Leaves stored with clothing 
will repel insects. Used for its leaves in the per-
fume industry for many years. Annual. Zones: 2-10
•  (31B6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

OREGANO
250,000 sds/oz      60°65°     12-14 days
Sow indoors 6 weeks prior to the end of frost 
season.  For areas with a longer growing season, 
sow in well-drained to dry, neutral to alkaline 
soil in full sun after danger os last frost is over.  
Performs best in rows 18-24 in. apart.  Thin seed-
lings to 8-12 in. apart when they are 2 in. tall.

HERACLEOTICUM (GREEK) - 7766
$  14-24 in. - 270,000 S.  (Greek Oregano).  
Heirloom.  80-90 days.  Used for sauces and sea-
soning.  Strong, spicy flavor.  Add to sauces and 
pasta salads.  As a tea, herbalists believe it can 
be used as a digestive aid, relief from arthritis, 
relieve discomfort for chest congestion, colds, flu 
and effective as a tranquilizer.  Perennial.  Zones: 
4-9
•  (31B6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

PARSLEY
12,000-17,000 sds/oz      65°     21-56 days
Requires a well prepared soil.  Use general pur-
pose fertilizer when preparing soil.  Moist soil 
preferred.  Soak seeds overnight before sowing, 
seeds take a while to get going.  Indoors sowing, 
be sure to transplant as soon as they have two 
sets of true leaves (and the soil is warm), they 
have a long root and resent being transplant-
ed once they have begun to leaf out.  Keep the 
area as weed-free as possible so the tiny, slow 
growing seedlings dont have to compete with 
a jungle when they sprout.  If growing in a pot, 
select a container that is long and narrow rather 
than wide and shallow, to give the root room to 
run.  Best to start new plants each year, the leaf 
flavor is not as good in the second season.

EXTRA CURLED DWARF - 7770
12 in. - 17,000 S.  Petroselinum crispum.  
Heirloom.  75 days.  Finely curled, compact dark 
green leaves, very productive.  Early herbalists 
believed this herb to be a diuretic for kidney prob-
lems, fluid accumulation and a substitute for qui-
nine to treat malaria.  It is very high in Vitamins A 
and C and is an excellent natural breath freshener, 
digestive aid and tea to treat high blood pressure 
and rheumatism.  More compact growing than the 
standard garden variety.  Annual.  Zones: 6-9
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

MINT  (continued)

PEPPERMINT - 7778
20 in. - 350,000 S.  Mentha piperita.  Heirloom.  84 
days.  As a tea, it may help to prevent stomach 
ulcers and stimulate bile secretion.  Used as an 
antacid.  Grow in your garden to control insects, 
rub leaves on your clothing to repel fleas, mosqui-
tos, ticks, gnats, and flies.  Perennial.  Zones: 3-8
• (31B6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

SPEARMINT - 7779
10 in. - 333,000 S.  Mentha spicata.  90-200 days.  
Sweet-scented leaves for flavoring.  Will attract 
butterflies all season.  Perennial.  Zones: 3-7
• (31B6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

MULLEIN
Aaron’s Rod, Wildflower of Britian and Ireland 
160,000 sds/oz      60°-65°     15 days
Sow indoors early March in peat pots; press 
seed into surface, do not cover.  Transplant into 
well drained sandy soil in full sun.  After bloom-
ing-June to September division is not usually 
required.  Propagation can be done by root cut-
tings in early April.  Will often re-seed.

MULLEIN - 7769
$  30-36 in. - 160,000 S.  Verbascum thapsus.  
Single 1 in. yellow flowers with distinctive wooly 
foliage.  A wonderful addition to a wild garden 
meadow or as a backgound to a perennial gar-
den.  Also the woolly gray stems are used to 
give a height accent to florists arrangements.  
Before the introduction of cotton, the ancients 
used its leaves and stems as candle wicks. Once 
soaked in suet to make them burn longer, they 
were used as torches.  Mullen tea is used to treat 
coughs, colds, sore throats and help treat diar-
rhea.  Perennial.
• (31E6) 1,000 sds-$8.30; 2,000 sds-$12.80; 

5,000 sds-$25.55; 10,000 sds-$45.05; 
25,000 sds-$101.30

NEPETA
Catnip, Catswort, Catmint 
36,000 sds/oz      65°-70°     10-15 days
Sow in trays of a well structured compost which 
have been previously watered.  Its recommeded 
the use of an approved pre sowing fungicide 
drench on the compost.  Unless the seed is 
particularly fine it should be lightly covered 
with compost or a 50:50 mix of compost and 
Vermiculite.  The trays should be wrapped in pol-
thene or covered with glass and paper to restrict 
moisture loss.  Once germination has taken 
place the covering should be removed and the 
seedlings allowed to develop in a cool, shaded 
and well ventilated greenhouse.

CATMINT - 7422
$  12 in. - 39,000 S.  N. mussini.  75-85 days.  
Beautiful 1 in. mid-blue flowers that will flow-
er all season.  Cats love it and it will help repel 
deer in some areas.  Will flower the first year 
from seed.  Herbalists use the leaves in tea 
for nervous headaches and upset stomaches.  
Perennial.  Zones: 4-8
• (30B6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

LOVAGE
Maggi Plant 
8,000 sds/oz      60°     10-14 days
Sow outside just beanth the soil before last frost 
in spring.  Keep are cultivated until well estab-
lished.  Divide after 2 years full growth.

LOVAGE - 7775
50 in. - 8,000 S.  Levisticum officinale.  90 days.  
Heirloom.  Beautiful clusters of yellow flowers.  
Aromatic seeds used in cakes.  Celery-like plant, 
ideal in soups and salads.  Herbalists believe 
the root can be used as a natural diuretic, like 
Parsley.   Perennial.
• (31B6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

MARJORAM
Joy of the Mountains, Wintersweet 
120,000 sds/oz      70°     7-14 days
Will grow in a relatively wide pH range between 
6.1(mildly acidic) and 8.5 (alkaline) with a per-
ferred range between 6.5 and 7.5.  Propagates 
well through softwood and semi-hardwood cut-
tings.  Pinch off the top when the plant is 2-3 in. 
tall to encourage side growth.

SWEET  - 7764
$  20 in. - 105,000 S.  Origanum majorana.  
80-95 days.  Aroma is similar to oregano, but 
sweeter and more balsam-like.  Fresh or dried 
leaves for seasoning.  Great with veal, beef, lamb, 
fish and poultry as well as vegatables, potatoes 
and mushrooms.  It complements garlic, onion, 
thyme, and basil often used as a substitute for 
oregano.  Roman herbalists believed this herb 
could heal bruises, treat snakebite, soothe sore 
muscles and joints, and treat eye infections.  
Marjoram tea will help settle the stomach and 
help avoid motion sickness.  Appropriate for con-
tainers or the herb garden.  Annual.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

MINT
50,000-350,000 sds/oz      68°-75°     10-15 days
The most popular way to grow any of the mints 
is in a pot where you can keep it in check.  Add 
water-retaining polymer to the potting soil to be 
sure it stays moist.  Sow outdoors, place them on 
top of well-worked soil, then sprinkle a fine layer 
of vermiculite on top of them, consider placing 
a row cover over the seeds until they sprout.  In 
the ground select a damp area in either full sun 
or part shade.  Prefers fertile soil with a pH from 
6.0-7.0.  Vigorous on its own, but will appreciate 
a little fertilzer every few weeks, especially if 
you harvest alot.  Harvest springs in the morning 
when the flavorful oils are strongest. 

LEMON MINT - 7773
$  40 in. - 65,000 S.  Monarda citriodora.  
Heirloom.  60 days.  Similar to Balm with larger 
lemon-scented leaves.  Will attract butterflies all 
season.  Perennial.
• (31C6) 1,000 sds-$6.80; 2,000 sds-$9.80; 

5,000 sds-$18.30; 10,000 sds-$31.30; 
25,000 sds-$68.80
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RUE
Herb of Grace, Garden Rue, Common Rue 
12,500 sds/oz      68°     7-14 days
Sow in spring.  Standard greenhouse culture or 
sow in a fine seedbed outdoors.  Sow just below 
surface, tamp securely, keep evenly moist and in 
the light.  Oil from leaves may cause a photosen-
sitive skin reaction in some.  Use caution when 
brushing against leaves on warm sunny days.

RUE - 7783
$  24 in. - 12,500 S.  Ruta graveolens.  Heirloom.  
75 days.  Aromatic, silvery-blue leaves.  Flavorful 
addition to cheese entrees, gravy and salads.  
Herbal medicine for sore throats, headaches and 
sore joints.  Also used to rid the body of worms.  
Aromatic, silvery-blue leaves.  Will repel white-
fly in the garden.  Good edging, that will repel 
insects.  Perennial.  Zones: 5-11
• (30B6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$9.15; 

2,000 sds-$13.80; 5,000 sds-$26.75; 
10,000 sds-$47.10

RUPTUREWORT
500,000 sds/oz      68°-71°     14-21 days
Cover substrate with vermiculite or mulch to 
retain water and keep your eye on small plants 
until they establish themselved.  A relatively low 
maintenance perennial, simply remove damaged 
foiliage in spring and fertilize with a complete 
balanced fertilizer and do not fertilize after mid 
September.

RUPTUREWORT - 7847
4 in. - 500,000 S.  Herniaria glabra.  An evergreen 
trailer with mat forming habit.  Can be used 
as a lawn substitute.  Ideal in mass plantings, 
between stepping stones and rock gardens.  
Used to correct kidney pain, urinary problems 
and to release sodium from the system.  Zones: 
6-10
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

SAGE
Common Sage 
3,000 sds/oz      60°-70°     20 days
Sow under about 1/8 in. of soil and and keep 
moist until they sprout. Cut stems will root very 
easily.  Harvest before floweirng.  Do not dry in 
direct sunlight.

GARDEN SAGE - 7777
$  24 in. - 3,100 S.  Salvia officinalis.  Heirloom.  
75 days.  Fresh or dried leaves for seasoned poul-
try, sausage, meats, dressing, and fillings, etc.  
Will attract butterflies and repel insects all sea-
son.  Gargle with sage tea to soothe sore throats.  
Salvia comes from the Latin word meaning to 
heal.  Physicians will often suggest a cup of hot 
Sage tea to soothe the stomach or as a gargle for 
tonsillitis.  Perennial.  Zones: 4-8
• (30C6) 500 sds-$7.15; 1,000 sds-$10.65; 

2,000 sds-$16.55; 5,000 sds-$32.99; 
10,000 sds-$58.85

PENNYROYAL
380,000 sds/oz      70°     14-21 days
Indoor sowing recommeded in flats 6-8 weeks 
before the last frost.  Sprinkle seeds on fine soil 
and cover lightly.  Does best in rick, sandy loams 
in full sun to partial shade.

FLEABANE - 7767
370,000 S.   Mentha pulegium.  Heirloom.  
Creeping growth habit.  Leaves are used in tea 
to aid stomach disorders and digestion.  Good 
edging to repel insects and fleas.  Roman natu-
ralists detected that this herb repelled fleas - this 
is where the name fleabane was derived from.  
Grow in your garden to control insects and rub-
bing the leaves on your clothing or pets to repel 
fleas, mosquitoes, ticks, gnats and flies.  It is the 
main ingredient found in natural insect repel-
lants.  Perennial.  Zones: 6-9
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

QUEEN ANNE’S LACE
Wild Carrot, Bird’s Nest, Bishop’s Lace

QUEEN ANNE’S LACE  
$  36 in. - Sorry, no longer available.  Zones: 1-10

ROSEMARY
20,000 sds/oz      75°-85°     14-21 days
Grows slowly in the beginning, but given time 
they will pick up speed and grow faster.  Plant 
in well-drained, light soil with full sun for best 
results.  Fairly drought-tolerant.

ROSEMARY - 7787
24 in. - 22,000 S.  Rosmarinus officinalis.  
Heirloom.  80-100 days stem tips.  120-180 
days bunches.  Intensely fragrant leaves have 
a distinctive pungent flavor.  Excellent season-
ing for meat or vegatable dishes.  Use dried for 
sachets and herbal crafts.  May grow to the size 
of a small shrub where hardy.  Can be wintered 
indoors in a pot.  Needs high humidity.  Ancient 
herbalists believe that a sprig of Rosemary under 
your pillow will ward off bad dreams and if plant-
ed in the garden will repel witches.  Traditional 
herbalists use it to treat stomach disorders, 
headache, insomnia, indigestion, depression, 
muscle pain, and as a gargle for bad breath.  
Medieval Greek students once wore garlands of 
fresh Rosemary around their heads believing the 
Herb would improve their memory.  Perennial.  
Zones: 7-10
• (29A6) 250 sds-$6.70; 500 sds-$9.30; 

1,000 sds-$13.30; 2,000 sds-$21.30; 
5,000 sds-$43.30

PARSLEY ROOT
19,000 sds/oz      65°     30 days
Requires stratification, seed is rather fussy 
about germination. Needs moist soil. The chief 
part of the root system lies relatively close to the 
surface, plant is a slow grower both above and 
below ground, its bed must be kept scrupulously 
clear of weeds, which would out compete it for 
resources. 

PARSLEY ROOT - 7424
8-10 in. - 19,000 S.  Petroselinum radicosum.  
(Arat).  Heirloom.  88 days.  Long carrot-parsnip 
like roots.  Enhance soups or stews with a deli-
cious, nutty, parsley-celery flavored combination.  
Tender leaves can be used as a flavor to salads 
or steamed.  Leaves can be also used in tea as a 
natural diuretic  or treatment of pain from rheu-
matism.  Annual.  Zones: 6-9
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

PARSLEY
12,000-17,000 sds/oz      65°     21-56 days
Requires a well prepared soil.  Use general pur-
pose fertilizer when preparing soil.  Moist soil 
preferred.  Soak seeds overnight before sowing, 
seeds take a while to get going.  Indoors sowing, 
be sure to transplant as soon as they have two 
sets of true leaves (and the soil is warm), they 
have a long root and resent being transplant-
ed once they have begun to leaf out.  Keep the 
area as weed-free as possible so the tiny, slow 
growing seedlings dont have to compete with 
a jungle when they sprout.  If growing in a pot, 
select a container that is long and narrow rather 
than wide and shallow, to give the root room to 
run.  Best to start new plants each year, the leaf 
flavor is not as good in the second season.

SINGLE OR ITALIAN LEAF - 7846
16 in. - 12,000 S.  Petroselinum neapolitanum.  
Heirloom.  40-60 days.  Plain or flat, deep cut 
dark green leaves with a very strong flavor.  Flat 
leafed is far more nutritious than the curly type.  
Excellent drying variety that has strong taste 
and crisp stems.  An excellent addition to salads, 
cooked vegatables, soups and stews.  Taller and 
stronger flavor than the standard strain.  Annual.  
Zones: 6-9
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30
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TARRAGON
Dragons Wort 
143,000 sds/oz      40°     14-21 days
Grow in a pH range between 6.5 (neutral) and 
7.5 (mildly alkaline) with a preferred pH of 6.5.  
Plants have a shallow root system, care must be 
taken not to damage the roots when weeding 
and special care must be shown during the win-
ter after transplanting, as the root systems will 
not have developed fully.

TARRAGON, RUSSIAN - 7784
18 in. - 143,000 S.  Artemisia dracunculoides.  
85 days.  Branching stems of narrow pointed, 
aromatic leaves.  Sharp, licorice-like flavor.  Very 
popular in French cuisine.  Use to flavor gourmet 
vinegars and spice up salads, meat, poultry, 
fish, vegetables, sauces (main ingredient in 
bearnaise sauce), mayonnaise and omelettes.  
Ancient Greeks uses Tarragon to numb the 
mouth by chewing the leaves to relieve pain 
from tooth aches.  Traditional herbalists believe 
that Tarragon contains chemical Rutin that 
strenghthens capillary walls and prevents plaque 
deposit associated with heart disease and 
strokes when taken as a tea.  Perennial.  Zones: 
3-8
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

THYME
Mother of Thyme, Creeping Thyme, Common 
Thyme, Garden Thyme 
147,000 sds/oz      70°     14-21 days
Suitable for light (sandy) and medium (loamy) 
soils, prefers well-drained soil and can grow 
in nutritionally poor soil with a pH neutral and 
basic (alkaline) soils.  Cannot grow in shade, pre-
fers dry or moist soil.  Easy to maintain, does not 
take over and can easily be confined to a specific 
area.  Tolerates many soil types, including heavy 
clay.  A versatile, low maintenance groundcover, 
uses in the garden are almost umlimited.

SERPHYLLUM - 7786
6-8 in. - 147,000 S. Thymus serpyllum.  Heirloom.  
90-95 days.  Creeping, sweet scented foliage.  
Produces tiny pink to purple flowers.  Versatile 
groundcover, use between stepping stones, near 
a patio adjoining walkways or at the base of a 
rockery for a sweet aroma.  It is widely used in 
mouth washes and decongestants.  For centu-
ries, it has been used as an antiseptic, cough 
remedy and digestive aid.  Used as a tea, it will 
aid patients with emphysema.  Perennial.  Zones: 
4-8
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

VULGARIS - 7785
18 in. - 100,000 S.  Thymus vulgaris.  Heirloom.  
(English Thyme).  90-95 days.  Broad-leaved;  
widely used for seasoning.  Helps digestion of 
fatty foods.  For centuries, it has been used as 
an antiseptic, cough remedy and digestive aid.  
Used as a tea, it will aid patients with emphyse-
ma.  Perennial.  Zones: 5-8
• (34A6) 5,000 sds-$6.70; 10,000 sds-$9.90; 

25,000 sds-$19.25; 50,000 sds-$35.50;

SEA LAVENDER
Ink Root, Marsh Rosemary 
30,000 sds/oz      55°-64°     10-20 days
Grows well in salty, windy and sandy conditions.  
Outdoors, grow in preferably sandy, well drained 
soil in full sun.  Deadhead spent blooms to pro-
mote continued blooming.  To dry the blooms, 
cut the flowers when the blooms are three-quar-
ters open and hang upside down in a dark area.

SEA LAVENDER - 7850
$  24 in. - 30,000 S.  Limonium latifolium.  100-
110 days.  Beautiful masses of tiny lavender-blue 
blossoms.  The sprays should be picked when 
the majority of flowers are open and dried in an 
upright position.  May be used as a fabric dye 
for a more natural means of coloring.  fresh or 
dried and used as a fabric dye.  Indians used 
this as a tonic to control diarrhea and dysentery.  
Perennial.  Zones: 4-9
• (29A6) 250 sds-$6.70; 500 sds-$9.30; 

1,000 sds-$13.30; 2,000 sds-$21.30; 
5,000 sds-$43.30

SORREL
Common Sorrel, Garden Sorrel 
25,000 sds/oz      50°-70°     15 days
Sow seed uncovered.  Prefers a soil pH of 5.5 to 
6.8.  Be sure to keep any seed stalks cut.

SORREL - 7780
18 in. - 28,000 S.  Rumex acetosa.  Heirloom.  60 
days.  Salad and seasoning green with lemony 
tasting leaves.  Medium-green, thick, large spin-
ach-like leaves that easily snap off their suc-
culent stems.  The popular large leaved French 
type.  Used in sauces, soups, gravy and salads.  
High in vitamin C.  Perennial.  Zones: 4-8
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

STEVIA
Yerba Dulce, Sugar Plant 
83,000 sds/oz      80°-85°     7-14 days
Germination of seeds tends to be spotty, so keep 
seed-sown plants under bright lights until the 
weather warms in spring.  To maximize leaf pro-
duction, you must trim back the plants several 
times to induce branching, first when plants are 
about 8 in. tall and again in early summer.  You 
can use the leaves from the pinched-back stem 
tips or root them in moist potting soil to increase 
your supply.  Consistent moisture is important 
during the summer.  Harvest leaves in the morn-
ing after dew has dried.  Leaves are crisp and 
bright green when fully dry.

SWEET HERB - 7441
26-36 in. - 83,000 S.  S. rebaudiana.100-120 
days.  A natural dietary supplement. Leaves are 
estimated to be 150 to 300 times sweeter than 
refined sugar.  Add a fresh bruised leaf to iced 
tea or harvest the leaves, dry and grind to a pow-
der for use in drinks and cooking.  Many have 
said one small piece of the leaf will keep the 
mouth sweet for an hour.  Perennial.  Zones: 9-11
• (26E6) 50 sds-$8.95; 100 sds-$15.10; 

250 sds-$29.55; 500 sds-$46.55; 
1,000 sds-$85.90

SALVIA
Clary, Clay Sage, Salvia Turkestanica 
6,000 sds/oz sds/oz      68°-70°     12-15 days
Recommended to start seeds indoors 6 weeks 
before the end of frost season.  Soil type should 
be well drained with a pH of 6.1-7.8.  Water once 
a week and it will do very well.

SCARLEA - 7790
40 in. - 6,000 S.  Heirloom.  Blue-white flowers 
with violet bracts.  Releases a strong, pleasant, 
balsam-like fragrance.  Can be used in potpourris 
and sachets. Also  used as a flavoring in wines.  
Perennial.  Zones: 6-10
• (29B6) 250 sds-$7.40; 500 sds-$11.55; 

1,000 sds-$17.05; 2,000 sds-$28.05; 
5,000 sds-$58.30

SAVORY
40,000-66,000 sds/oz      65°-68°     14-21 days
Sow in a well-drained, neutral to alkaline soil in 
full sun.  Pick both leaves and flowers all sum-
mer to use fresh or dried.

SUMMER - 7753
12-18 in. - 40,000 S.  Satureja hortensis.  
Heirloom.  60-70 days.  Slender bronze green 
leaves and lilac tubular flowers.  Aromatic mild 
peppery flavor.  As a tea, will reduce fever, aid 
in digestion and soothe bee stings.  Widely 
used as an herb in soups, stuffings, sausages 
and stews.  One of the essential ingredients in 
Herbs de Provence (along with rosemary, thyme 
and oregano).  Repels insects from the garden.  
Annual.  Zones: 3-10
• (34A6) 5,000 sds–$6.70; 10,000 sds-$9.90; 

25,000 sds-$19.25; 50,000 sds-$35.50

SUMMER MIDGET - 7646
10-12 in. - 66,000 S.  Satureja hortensis.  60 days.  
Improved selection with higher essential oil con-
tent and better foliage mass than the standard.  
Compact variety and fast growing.  Leaves are 
so tender they can be added fresh to salads or 
used as a garnish.  Brings out the best in stews 
and vegetable dishes and shines as a seasoning 
for roasting meats, fowl and fish.  Bottled in vin-
egar it will preserve the fresh summery flavor.  
Annual.  Zones: 3-10
• (34A6) 5,000 sds–$6.70; 10,000 sds-$9.90; 

25,000 sds-$19.25; 50,000 sds-$35.50

WINTER - 7765
8-15 in. - 66,000 S.  Satureja montana.  Heirloom.  
100 days.  Flavor is more pungent and biting.  
Has a higher proportion of Thymol than Summer 
Savory.  A great mixing herb said to bring all 
other herb together in a unique taste.  Add to 
meat, poultry or fish.  Its small leaves are the 
perfect complement to herb cheeses or as last 
minute additions to sautee’s.  Even though it has 
a strong flavor when fresh, it does not hold up 
well to prolonged stewing.  Perennial.  Zones: 4-8
• (31A6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30
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ERIANTHUS RAVENNAE - 1129
108-180 in. - 71,000 S.  Lush gray-green foliage 
and tall silver-white flower spikes. Autumn color 
is bronzy, with white seed heads.
• (29C6) 250 sds-$8.55; 500 sds-$13.80; 

1,000 sds-$20.80; 2,000 sds-$34.80; 
5,000 sds-$73.30

FESTUCA BUDDY BLUE - 2614
Y  New for 2017  12 in. - F. valesiaca.  (Wallis 
Fescue).  Silvery blue leaves, open panicles of 
tiny beige spikelets.  Tuft forming habit.  Use in 
heath and rock gardens, roof coverage, grave-
yard plantings and soil coverage.  Ideal for fall 
and winter sales.  Perennial.  Zones: 4-8
• (26A6) 50 sds-$6.70; 100 sds-$9.40; 

250 sds-$17.05; 500 sds-$26.05; 
1,000 sds-$46.90

FESTUCA GLAUCA - 2613
16 in. - 27,000 S.  (Blue Fescue, Elijah Blue).  Soft 
powdery, spiky foliage that keeps its color all 
year round.  Small clumping grass with a round-
ed habit.  In early summer, wheat-like seed 
heads are produced on tall, spiky stalks in great 
numbers.  Peferring drier conditions, this is the 
perfect grass for rock gardens, in stone troughs 
or pots, for costal climates or even for use as 
edging.  Tolerates moist conditions and will help 
repel deer all season.  Perennial.  Zones: 4-8
• (30A6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

ISOLEPIS LIVE WIRE  (MULTI-SEED) - 
1199MP
  6-12 in. - Scirpus cernuus.  (Fiber Optic Grass).  
Close-tufted evergreen grass with fine hair-like 
blades ending in a tuft of white florets.  Ideal 
as an aquatic.  Primarily grown as an annual.  
MULTI-SEED PELLET contains 5-6 seeds per pel-
let.  Zones: 8-10
• (25B6) 25 sds-$6.95; 50 sds-$10.85; 

100 sds-$15.65; 250 sds-$31.20; 
500 sds-$55.25

JOB’S TEARS - 4498
$  36-48 in. - 100 S.  Upright grass with thin, 
drooping, corn-like foliage. White to bluish-grey 
seed heads yield glossy seeds often used as 
beads.  Seeds that are havested for jewelry must 
be taken when green and then set out to dry 
fully.  Once dry they change color to an ivory or 
pearly hue.  Ream out the center hole prior to 
inserting a wire or jewelry line.  Interesting land-
scape item.  For fresh or dried use.
• (26D6) 50 sds-$8.35; 100 sds-$13.70; 

250 sds-$26.45; 500 sds-$41.45; 
1,000 sds-$73.15

(continued on next page)

ORNAMENTAL 
GRASSES
GRASSES, ORNAMENTAL
75° - 80     3 weeks
For the best germination; we suggest before 
sowing to refrigerate seed for 5 days and then 
soak in warm water for 3 days.  Sow thickly, in 
larger cells to develop nice strong plants within 
the shortest time.

AGROSTIS NEBULOSA - 1011
$  18 in. - 500,000 S.  (Cloud Grass). Upright with 
green leaves and tiny spikelet flowers.  A light, 
airy grass whose star-shaped panicles produce 
cloud effects.  Very decorative and used in fresh 
or dried flower arrangements. 
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

BRIZA MAXIMA - 2611
$  16-22 in. - 5,500 S.  (Quaking Grass).  Fine for 
mixing in bouquets.  Seed clusters resemble rat-
tlesnake rattles.  Perennial.  Zones: 4-8
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

BRIZA MINIMA - 4701
8 in. - 62,500 S.  (Baby Totter Grass).  Ideal as an 
accent filler in fresh or dried arrangements.
• (31A6) 1,000 sds–$6.70; 2,000 sds-$7.80; 

5,000 sds-$11.05; 10,000 sds-$17.55; 
25,000 sds-$36.30

CORYNEPHORUS SPIKY BLUE   - 1183
8-10 in - 252,500 S.  C. canescens.  Spiky blue 
green leaves.  Best grown in morning sun to 
shade.  Weeks to finish: 6-8.  Zones: 6-9
• (28C6) 100 sds-$6.70; 200 sds-$10.40; 

500 sds-$17.95; 1,000 sds-$29.65; 
2,000 sds-$52.40

ELEUSINE GREEN CAT - 4637
$   24-36 in. - 13,000 S.  E. coracana. (Dragon’s 
Claw Millet). Unusual grass for professional use as 
a fresh or dried cut flower. Basal branching plants 
produce green claw-like seed heads on sturdy 
stems. May be direct seeded or transplanted; but 
transplanting will reduce stem length.
• (30A6) 500 sds-$6.70; 1,000 sds-$7.65; 

2,000 sds-$11.05; 5,000 sds-$20.50; 
10,000 sds-$35.35

VALERIAN
All Heal, Garden Heliotrope 
14,000 sds/oz      65°-70°     7-21 days
Grow in fertile, weed free soil and fertilze 
accordingly.  Barely cover the seeds (light helps 
but not direct sunlight).  Germination rate is usu-
ally low, so a one-week soak in cold water that 
is changed for fresh daily or a cold stratification 
to increase germination can also be done.  If 
growing for medicinal herb, cut flower stalks as 
soon as they appear to direct more energy to the 
root, but if growing as an ornamental, let the 
plant flower, as they have a sweet, cherry pie 
fragrance.  

VALERIAN - 7435
$  24 in. - 20,000 S.  Valeriana officinalis.  
Heirloom.  500-550 days.  Compact, bushy plant 
with fragrant red flowers that will bloom all sum-
mer.  Fragrant flowers  will attract bees and but-
terflies all season.  Young leaves can be eaten in 
salads or as cooked greens.  Roots and leaves are 
used to calm tension, relieve headaches, insom-
nia and migraines.  Perennial.  Zones: 3-9
• (29A6) 250 sds-$6.70; 500 sds-$9.30; 

1,000 sds-$13.30; 2,000 sds-$21.30; 
5,000 sds-$43.30

WALLFLOWER
English Wallflower, Siberian Wallflower

WALLFLOWER  
$  18 in. - Sorry, no longer available.  Zones: 6-10

WORMWOOD
Common Wormwood, Green Ginger, Grand 
Wormwood 
333,000 sds/oz      68°     14-30 days
Sow indoors on surface of soil.  Needs light to 
germinate.  Transplant outdoors after danger 
of frost has passed in late spring.  Can also be 
directly sown outdoors two weeks after the last 
spring frost.  Prefers rich, moist, well-drained 
soil.  Heat and deer resistant.

WORMWOOD - 7789
20 in. - 333,000 S.  Artemisia absinthium.  
Heirloom.  Attractive shrubby plant with fine 
grey-green foliage and numerous daisy-like 
white flowers with aromatic leaves.  Kept 
clipped, it can be shaped into an attractive foot 
tall hedge.  Leaves are used to ward off insects 
and as a medicinal tonic that stimulates the 
appetite and improves digestion.   Perennial.  
Zones: 3-9
• (31B6) 1,000 sds-$6.70; 2,000 sds-$8.50; 

5,000 sds-$14.70; 10,000 sds-$24.45; 
25,000 sds-$52.55

We have lowered our prices 
for a short time only!

• We have removed the lead time requirement 
on Early Order Discounts (EOD) for Raker, Mast, 
Wagner and Malmborgʼs for orders booked by 
Dec 15th!

•  See these programs in our Early Bird Plant Catalog 
we sent to you in August.  

•  View online at www.germaniaseed.com
•  Book NOW and SAVE BIG on your orders!




